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",""''!@s for discussions i
(1) Evolve New Promotion Policy:-

nepresearlierforevolvingnewpromotionpolicyforthenon-executive
employees akin to NEP but till date there is no response from the management side. The officials are
sufferings.

It is stated that D/Rs JEs, ATTs recruited by BSNL are discriminated in upgradatlon under NEPP
scheme. The BSNL absorbees get 1" upgradation after 4 whereas D/RS and other BSNL recruits after 8
years. ln the NEP(New Executive Promotlon Policy) such blatant discrimination is not available. This be
rectified and the present discriminations should not be allowed to continue further.'The TSMs regularized in
BSNL on or after 01-10-2000 and covered under Rule 37A of CCS (Pension Rule) sho-uld get 1't
upgradation at par with the DOT absorbees. The union was told in the National Council meeting that the
matter is being procgssed for approval of the management committee but even after 4 years the issue is
awaiting settlement. ffhe UDCS in corporate office, CSS staff are also suffocating as their promotionat
prospects are now blocked. Possibilities be explored for their upgradation through LICE if necessary. The
non*optees of NEPP be extended an opportunity to switch over to upgradation schemes as Grade -lV
(10%) are not possible 2 inordinate delay in settlement.

(2) lnordinate delav in settlement of cases:-
The pending PO cases particularly relate to Jharkhand, Bihar, UP(East) and Maharashtra. These

are rolling between concerned circle offices and corporate office. The affected employees are suffering as
their terminal benefits are not being settled. We urge for some seriousness in settlement as humane
sufferings are involved. The responsibility be fixed for the delay in completion of formatities.

@ UCep for proryptt
The LICE for promotion to JE Cadre is scheduled for 18th December, 2022 but notification for

Telecom Technician is yet to be declared. The ATTs have not been extended opportunity for T.T. LICE for
last three - four years although fee realised.

Further depadmental quota vacancies in JE and TT LICEs are either less or no vacancy. There are
circles where candidates for JE/Tf promotion through LICE will not get opportunity at all. Therefore, union
has demanded repeatedly outside quota vacancies be transferred to the departmental quota for one time
measure. Alternately, there Bmployees be upgraded to JE and TT Cadres aldongwith the posts by qualifying
test.

{ 41 N on-s ettl e m e n( of R u l e 9/9 Tra p pf e rs o f n o n - e x e c u.ti v Le m p l o ve es : -
There are surplus officials in JE and other Cadres in circles such JEs and other officials have applied for ,
Rule -8 transfers. The requests of such officials are not being forwarded by Heads of BAs and circles. This a-'
is unfair on the part of administration specially when staff are surplus. The worst situation is in NE-ll Circle
at Arunachal Pradesh. The Haryana circle is surplus in JE Cadre but the administration has cancelted the t'
entire waiting list ignoring the Corporate orders. Contained in No.-6-1l2007-Restg, Vol-lll {pt), dt-14-02-
zAfi. similarly rule I transfers are not being settled including within the circle itself due to obvious factors.
Management side assured earlier for relaxation in Rule - 9 transfers but no progress is visible. Even Rule-9
requests of lady employees are being rejected.

(51 Backloq in fillinq up of deparimental quota of vacancies:-
The departmental quota vacancies reserved for S/C S/T categories for promotion to JE/JTO Cadres

through LICEs are still unfilled on the plea of non-availability of qualified candidates. These backlog should
be filled up by relaxing the existing qualifying mark as per DOT orders. The results of earlier examinations,
201U2A2A, may be reviewed in light of DOT orders of 1992.

(6) Declaration of JTO LICE held in 2016:- Case of Puniab circle:-
ln year 2016 the LICE for vacancy years 2A13-14,2A14-15 and 2015-16 were held. The result of

2013-14 was declared and the vacancies unfilled were as under -
OC = 18, S/C = 58, S/T=97.

Thereafter, LICE for 2014-2015 vacancies took place but the result withheld due to litigation. Presently, all the
candidates except one has withdrawn the Court case but result is stitl not declared alongwith carry forward vacancies
of year 2013-14. Due to this the result of 2015-16 also withheld. Thus the future of candidates is blocked.

Union demand that one vacancy in OC Category be kept reserved and results others far 2AM-15 be declared.
There is no valid reason to withhold.
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